Abstract. This paper presents a brief survey of the current state of the derivations in semirings.
INTRODUCTION
The fundamental and important relations between the operation of differentiation and that of addition and multiplication of functions have been known for as long a time as the notion of the derivative itself.
Differential algebra is an area of algebra in the study of algebraic structures equipped with finitely many derivations, that are linear functions satisfied Leibniz product rule. The notion of the ring with derivation (i.e. with differentiation) is old and plays a significant role in the integration of analysis, algebraic geometry and algebra. In the 1940's it was found that the Galois theory of algebraic equations can be transferred to the theory of ordinary linear differential equations (the Picard -Vessiot theory). In 1950, Ritt [18] and in 1973, Kolchin [10] wrote the classical books on differential algebra.
During the last few decades there has been a great deal of works concerning derivations in rings, in Lie rings, in skew polynomial rings and other structures. Derivations in semirings appears when they started to play an important role in linguistics -Gabriel Thierrin, [25] , 2001 . In Golan's book [5] 
PRELIMINARIES
We begin with some definitions for semirings.
Definition 1
An algebra S = (S , +, ·) with two binary operations + and · on S , is called semiring if:
(1) (S , +) is a commutative semigroup, 
Definition 2
The semiring S is called a semiring with zero, if there exists an element 0 ∈ S such that a + 0 = a for all a ∈ S . A semiring S is said to be a semiring with absorbing zero, if there exists an element 0 ∈ S such that a · 0 = 0 · a = 0 for all a ∈ S .
Definition 3
The semiring S is said to be a semiring with unity, if there exists an element 1 ∈ S such that a · 1 = 1 · a = a for all a ∈ S .
(1) S is additively left cancellative if α + β = α + γ ⇒ β = γ, ∀ α, β, γ ∈ S .
(2) S is additively right cancellative if β + α = γ + α ⇒ β = γ, ∀ α, β, γ ∈ S .
(3) S is said to be additively cancellative if it both additively left and right cancellative.
Definition 6
Let S be a semiring. A map d : S → S is said to be a derivation on S , if 
Example 1 Let S [x]
= a 0 + a 1 x + a 2 x 2 + · · · + a n x n be the polynomial semiring over a semiring S . Then d :
2 + · · · + a n x n ) = a 1 + 2a 2 x + 3a 3 x 2 + · · · + na n x n−1 is a derivation on S [x].
Definition 7
Let S be a semiring.
(1) S is said to be prime if aS b = 0 ⇒ a = 0 or b = 0.
(2) S is said to be semiprime if aS a = 0 ⇒ a = 0.
(3) S is said to be 2 torsion free if 2a = 0, a ∈ S ⇒ a = 0.
Remark 1
We write 
α DERIVATION
In 2010 M. Chandramouleeswaran and V. Thiruveni [3] introduced the notion of α derivation on semirings and investigated some interesting results including the analogous theorem of Posner.
Definition 8
Let S be a semiring and α is a automorphism of S . An additive map d : S → S is said to be an α derivation, if d(xy) = α(x)d(y) + d(x)y, ∀ x, y ∈ S .
Definition 9
Let α be an endomorphism on S . An additive map d : S → X is called a (2) (1, α) derivation if d(xy) = xd(y) + d(x)α(y), ∀ x, y ∈ S .
Definition 10
An additive map d : S → X is called a twosided α derivation if d is an (α, 1) derivation as well as (1, α) derivation.
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Definition 11
Let α and β be two automorphisms of a semiring S . An additive map d : S → S is called a (α, β) derivation, if d(xy) = α(x)d(y) + d(x)β(y), ∀ x, y ∈ S .
The first result in relation to α derivation is due to M. Chandramouleeswaran and V. Thiruveni. In 2010 they proved the following theorem.
Theorem 1
Let D 1 be a α derivation and D 2 be a β derivation on a 2 torsion free prime semiring S such that α, β commute with D 1 and with
Proof. See ( [3] , Theorem 3.8).
In 2013 S. P Nirmala Devi and M. Chandramouleeswaran [14] proved the first theorems about (α, 1) and (1, α) derivation.
Theorem 2
Let S be an additively cancellative semiring and I a multiplicatively subsemigroup of S . Let d be an (α, 1) derivation of S and α(I) = I.
(1) If d acts as a homomorphism on I, then
(2) If d acts as an antihomomorphism, then
Proof. See ( [14] , Theorem 3.10).
Theorem 3
Let S be an additively cancellative semiring and let I be a ideal of S which contains zero. Let d be a twosided α derivation on S such that α(I) = I and d acts as a homomorphism on I, then d(I) = 0.
Proof. See ( [14] , Theorem 3.11).
ORTHOGONAL DERIVATION
In 2014 N. Sugantha Meena and M. Chandramouleeswaran [21] introduced the notion of orthogonal derivation on semirings and subsequently proved several theorems.
Definition 12
Let S be a semiring. The derivations d and g of S into S is said to be orthogonal if d(x)S g(y) = g(x)S d(y), ∀ x, y ∈ S .
Definition 13
Let S be a semiring. The (α, β) derivations d and g on S is said to be orthogonal if d(x)S g(y) = g(x)S d(y), ∀ x, y ∈ S .
Theorem 4
Let S be a 2 torsion free semiprime semiring and let d and g be derivations of S into S . Derivations d and g are orthogonal iff d(
Proof. See ( [21] , Lemma 3.5).
Theorem 5
Let S be a 2 torsion free semiprime semiring. Suppose d and g are derivations of S into S . Then d and g are orthogonal iff dg = 0.
Proof. See ( [21] , Lemma 3.6).
Theorem 6
Let S be a 2 torsion free semiprime semiring. Suppose d and g are derivations of S into S . Then d and g are orthogonal iff dg + gd = 0.
Proof. See ( [21] , Lemma 3.7).
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Theorem 7
Let S be a 2 torsion free semiprime semiring. Suppose d and g are derivations of S into S . Then d and g are orthogonal iff dg is a derivation.
Proof. See ( [21] , Lemma 3.8).
Theorem 8
Let S be a 2 torsion free semiprime semiring. If d is a derivations of S into S , such that d 2 is a derivation then d = 0.
Proof. See ( [21] , Lemma 3.9).
Theorem 9
Let S be a 2 torsion free semiprime semiring. Suppose d and g are derivations of S into S . Then d and g are orthogonal iff there exist a, b ∈ S such that dg(x) = ax + xb, ∀ x ∈ S .
Proof. See ( [21] , Lemma 3.10).
Theorem 10
Let S be a 2 torsion free semiprime semiring and d, g be (α, β) derivations on S such that dα = αd, dβ = βd, gα = αg, gβ = βg. Then the following are equivalent.
(1) d and g are orthogonal,
Proof. See ( [22] , Theorem 3.4). In Section 9 we state another theorems about orthogonal derivation.
LEFT AND RIGHT DERIVATION
In 2013 M. Chandramouleeswaran and S. P. Nirmala Devi [13] introduced the notion of left and right derivation on semirings and proved some interesting results.
Definition 14
Let S be a semiring. A left S module is a commutative monoid (M, +, 0 M ) in which scalar multiplication S × M → M, denoted by (s, m) → sm, satisfies the following conditions
is the set of all elements of M having additive inverse.
Definition 15
Let S be a semiring and X be a left S module. An additive map d L : S → X is said to be a left derivation on S , if
Definition 16
Let S be a semiring and X be a right S module. An additive map d R : S → X is said to be a right derivation on S , if
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Theorem 11
Let S be a semiring and X be a 2 torsion free right S module. If d R : S → X is a right derivation, then
Proof. See ( [13] , Theorem 3.8).
Theorem 12
Let S be a semiring and X be a 2 torsion free left S module. If d L : S → X is a left derivation, then
Proof. See ( [13] , Theorem 3.9).
In Section 9 we state another theorems about left and right derivation.
BIDERIVATION
In 2013 S. P. Nirmala Devi and V. Thiruveni [15] introduced the notion of biderivation on semirings and proved several results.
Definition 17
Let S 1 be a subsemiring of a semiring S . A biadditive map D : S 1 × S 1 → S is called a biderivation of S 1 if for every x ∈ S 1 , the maps y → D(x, y) and y → D(y, x) are derivations of S 1 into S .
Theorem 13
Let S be a 2 torsion free semiprime semiring. Suppose B is a biderivation and D is a derivation on S . Then B and D are orthogonal if and only if one of the following conditions hold.
(1) DB = 0, (2) DB is a biderivation,
Proof. See ( [15] , Theorem 3.8).
Theorem 14
Let S be an additively cancellative 2 torsion free semiprime semiring. Then a biderivation B and a derivation D are orthogonal if for a ∈ S , (DB)(x, y) = xay + yax, ∀ x, y ∈ S .
Proof. See ( [15] , Theorem 3.9).
Theorem 15
Let S be a semiring. I a non zero ideal of S while D and B are a derivation and a biderivation on S . If D(I)IB(I, I) = 0 then D(S )IB(S , S ) = 0.
Proof. See ( [15] , Theorem 3.11).
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REVERSE DERIVATION
In 2015 N. Sugantha Meena and M. Chandramouleeswaran [24] introduced the notion of reverse derivation and orthogonal reverse derivation on semirings and proved some elegant results.
Definition 18
Let S be a semiring. An additive map d : S → S is called a reverse derivation on S , if
Definition 19
Let S be a semiring. The reverse derivations d and g on S are said to be orthogonal on S if d(x)S g(y) = 0 = g(x)S d(y), ∀ x, y ∈ S .
Theorem 16
Let d be a reverse derivation on a semiring S . If S is of characteristic 2 then d 2 is a derivation.
Proof. See ( [24] , Proposition 3.6).
Theorem 17
If d is a reverse derivation then
Proof. See ( [24] , Proposition 3.10).
Theorem 18
If d is a reverse derivation then for any n ≥ 2
Proof. See ( [24] , Proposition 3.11).
Theorem 19
Let S be a 2 torsion free semiprime semiring and let d and g be reverse derivations on S . Derivations d and g are orthogonal iff d(x)g(y) + g(x)d(y) = 0, ∀ x, y ∈ S .
Proof. See ( [24] , Lemma 4.3).
Theorem 20
Let S be a 2 torsion free semiprime semiring. Let d and g be reverse derivations on S . Then d and g are orthogonal iff dg = 0.
Proof. See ( [24] , Theorem 4.4).
Theorem 21
Let S be a 2 torsion free semiprime semiring. Let d and g be reverse derivations on S . Then d and g are orthogonal iff dg + gd = 0.
Proof. See ( [24] , Theorem 4.5).
Theorem 22
Let S be a 2 torsion free and additively cancellative semiprime semiring. Let d and g be reverse derivations on S . Then d and g are orthogonal iff dg is a derivation.
Proof. See ( [24] , Theorem 4.6).
Theorem 23
Let S be a 2 torsion free semiprime semiring. Suppose that d and g are reverse derivations on S such that dg is a derivation. Then either d = 0 or g = 0.
Proof. See ( [24] , Theorem 4.7).
Theorem 24
Let S be a 2 torsion free semiprime semiring. Let d and g be reverse derivations on S . Then d and g are orthogonal iff d(x)g(x) = 0.
Proof. See ( [24] , Theorem 4.8).
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GENERALIZED DERIVATION
In this section we expose some basic definitions and theorems about generalized derivation.
Definition 20
Let S be a semiring and let d be a nontrival derivation on S . An additive mapping D : S → S is called a generalized derivation on S , associated with the derivation d, if
Definition 21
Let S be a semiring. Let d and g be derivations on S . Let D and G be generalized derivations on S associated with d and g respectively. D and G are said to be orthogonal generalized derivations if D(x)S G(y) = G(x)S D(y), ∀ x, y ∈ S .
Definition 22
Let S be a semiring, X be a left S module and d L be a left derivation on S . An additive map D L : S → X is said to be a generalized left derivation on S , if
Definition 23
Let S be a semiring, X be a right S module and d R be a right derivation on S . An additive map D R : S → X is said to be a generalized right derivation on S , if
Definition 24
An additive map d :
Theorem 25
(1) Sum of two generalized derivations on S is again a derivation. 
Theorem 26
Let S be a 2 torsion free additively cancellative semiring. Let D is a generalized derivation on S such that D(x) • D(y) = x • y, ∀ x, y ∈ S . Then there exists c ∈ Z such that c 2 = 1 and
Proof. See ( [2] , Theorem 4.4).
Theorem 27
Let S be a prime semiring with unity 1. Let D be a generalised derivation with associated derivation 
Theorem 28
Let S be a prime semiring. If S admits a non-zero generalised derivation D with associated deriva-
Proof. See ( [2] , Theorem 4.6).
Theorem 29
Sum of two generalized left derivation on semiring is again a generalized left derivation.
Proof. See ( [4] , Theorem 3.5).
Theorem 30
Let S be a semiring and D L : S → X be a generalized left derivation. For any element a ∈ S D L (a
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Proof. See ( [4] , Theorem 3.6).
Theorem 31
Let S be a 2 torsion free semiring, X be a S module and D L : S → X be a generalized left derivation
Proof. See ( [4] , Theorem 3.7).
Theorem 32
Let S be a 2 torsion free semiring, X be a S module and D R : S → X be a generalized right derivation with associated right derivation d R : S → X. Then
Proof. See ( [4] , Theorem 3.8).
Theorem 33
Let S be a semiprime semiring with left cancellation property, (D, d) and (G, g) be a non-zero generalized derivations of S , and U a non-zero ideal of S . If S admits to satisfy [d(x), g(x)] = 0, ∀ x ∈ U and a non-zero d acts as a left centralizer (resp. a non-zero g acts as a left centralizer), then S contains a non-zero central ideal.
Proof. See ( [17] , Theorem 3.3).
Theorem 34
Let S be a semiprime semiring with left cancellation property, (D, d) and (G, g) be a non-zero generalized derivations of S , and U a non-zero ideal of S . If S admits to satisfy [D(x), G(x)] = 0, ∀ x ∈ U and a non-zero d acts as a left centralizer (resp. a non-zero g acts as a left centralizer), then S contains a non-zero central ideal.
Proof. See ( [17] , Theorem 3.4).
Theorem 35
Let S be a semiprime semiring with left cancellation property, (D, d) and (G, g) be a non-zero generalized derivations of S , and U a non-zero ideal of S . If S admits to satisfy
, ∀ x ∈ U and a non-zero d acts as a left centralizer (resp. a non-zero g acts as a left centralizer), then S contains a non-zero central ideal.
Proof. See ( [17] , Theorem 3.5).
Theorem 36
, ∀ x ∈ U and a non-zero D acts as a left centralizer (resp. a non-zero G acts as a left centralizer), then S contains a non-zero central ideal.
Proof. See ( [17] , Theorem 3.6).
Theorem 37
, ∀ x ∈ U and D and a non-zero g act as a left centralizers (resp. a G and a non-zero d act as a left centralizers), then S contains a non-zero central ideal.
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Proof. See ( [17] , Theorem 3.7).
Theorem 38
Let D and G be orthogonal generalized derivations on S associated with derivations d, g respectively then the following relations hold 
DERIVATION OF Γ-SEMIRING
In 2010 M. A. Javed, M. Aslam and M. Hussain [6] introduced the notion of derivations of prime Γ-semirings and extend a few results of E. C. Posner [16] in the frame work of derivations of prime Γ-semirings.
Definition 25
Let M and Γ be additive abelian semigroups with identity elements 0 and 0 . If there exists a mapping M × Γ × M → M satisfying, for all x, y, z ∈ M and α, β, µ ∈ Γ the following conditions
If Γ is any set instead of monoid, then M is called generalized Γ-semiring.
Definition 26
A derivation on a Γ-semiring M is considered as an additive endomorphism d :
Definition 27
Γ-semiring M is said to be a prime Γ-semiring if xΓMΓy = 0 implies x = 0 or y = 0. M is called semiprime Γ-semiring if xΓMΓx = 0 implies x = 0 for all x ∈ M.
Theorem 40
Let M be a 2 torsion free prime additively cancellative Γ-semiring and
Proof. See ( [6] , Theorem 2.15).
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DERIVATION OF Γ-GENERALIZED BOOLEAN SEMIRING
In 2016 Tossatham Makkala and Utsanee Leerawat [11] introduced the notion of derivations on Γ-generalized Boolean semiring. They also investigated the commutativity of prime Γ-generalized Boolean semiring.
Definition 28
A Γ-generalized Boolean semiring (or simply Γ-GB-semiring) is a triple (S , +, Γ), where
(1) (S ; +) is an abelian group.
(2) Γ is a nonempty finite set of binary operations satisfying the following properties
(iv) aα(bβc) = aβ(bαc), ∀ a, b, c ∈ S and α, β ∈ Γ.
Definition 29
Let S be a Γ-GB-semiring and let f and g be automorphisms on S . An additive mapping d :
, ∀ x, y ∈ S and α ∈ Γ.
Definition 30
Let S be a Γ-GB-semiring. 
Definition 32
The center of S , written Z(S ), is defined to be the set Z(S ) = {a ∈ S |aαb = bαa, ∀ b ∈ S and α ∈ Γ}.
Theorem 41
Let S be a prime Γ-GB-semiring and let f, g be automorphisms on S . If d is a non-zero Γ-( f, g) derivation on S satisfying any one of the following 
Theorem 42
Let S be a prime Γ-GB-semiring and f, g be automorphisms on S . If d is a non-zero Γ-( f, g) derivation on S such that 
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Proof. See ( [11] , Theorem 4.2).
Theorem 43
Let S be a prime Γ-GB-semiring such that 0αa = 0, ∀ a ∈ S and α ∈ Γ. Let d be a non-zero Γ-( f, f ) derivation on S where f is a non-zero automorphism on S . If
Theorem 44
Let S be a non-zero prime Γ-GB-semiring such that 0αa = 0, ∀ a ∈ S and α ∈ Γ and f, g be automorphisms on S . Let D be a left Γ-( f, g) generalized derivation on S satisfying 
Theorem 45
Let S be a prime Γ-GB-semiring and f, g be automorphisms on S . Let D be a right Γ-( f, g) generalized derivation on S satisfying any one of the following 
Theorem 46
Let S be a prime Γ-GB-semiring and f, g be automorphisms on S . Let D be a non-zero left (resp. right) Γ-( f, g) generalized derivation on S such that
Proof. See ( [11] , Theorem 4.6).
Theorem 47
Let S be a prime Γ-GB-semiring such that 0αa = 0, ∀ a ∈ S and α ∈ Γ. Let f be a non-zero automorphism on S . If D is a left Γ-( f, f ) generalized derivation on S such that 
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SEMIDERIVATION ON SEMIRING
In 2017 K. H. Kim and Y. H. Lee [8] introduced the notion of semiderivation and reserve semiderivation on semirings. They also investigated the conditions for two reverse semiderivations on semiring to be orthogonal.
Definition 33
Let S be a semiring. An additive mapping d : S → S is called a semiderivation associated with a surjective function g : S → S , if
Definition 34
Let S be an additively cancellative semiring. An additive mapping d : S → S is called a reverse semiderivation associated with a function g : S → S , if
Theorem 48
Let S be a 2 torsion free and additively cancellative prime semiring and let d 1 and d 2 be reverse semiderivations of S into S associated with surjective functions g 1 : S → S and g 2 : S → S , respectively. Then 
Proof. See ([8], Theorem 3.12).
Theorem 51
Let S be a 2 torsion free additively cancellative semiprime semiring and multiplicatively commutative and let d 1 
Theorem 52
Let S be a 2 torsion free additively cancellative semiprime semiring and multiplicatively commutative and let d 1 Proof. See ( [8] , Theorem 3.14).
Theorem 53
Let S be a 2 torsion free additively cancellative semiprime semiring and multiplicatively commutative and let d 1 and d 2 be reverse semiderivations of S into S associated with surjective functions g 1 : S → S and g 2 : S → S , respectively, such that d 1 d 2 is also a semiderivation associated with the function g 1 g 2 : S → S . Then either d 1 is zero or d 2 is zero.
Proof. See ( [8] , Theorem 3.15).
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DERIVATION ON MA-SEMIRING
In 2015 M. J. Atteya [1] investigated the derivation on MA-semiring. In this section we state his basic results.
Definition 35
A semiring S is called an inverse semiring, if for every a ∈ S there exists an element a ∈ S , such that a + a + a = a and a + a + a = a , where a is called the pseudo inverse of a.
Definition 36
A semiring S is said to be MA-semiring, if S is an inverse semiring, such that a + a is in the center Z(S ) of S , ∀ a, a ∈ S .
Definition 37
Let D is a derivation on MA-semiring S . We say that D is commuting on S , if [D(x), x] = 0, ∀ x ∈ S .
Theorem 54
Let S be a 2 torsion free prime MA-semiring and D is a derivation on S . If D(x 2 ) = 0, ∀ x ∈ S , then D is commuting on S .
Proof. See ( [1] , Theorem 3.1).
Theorem 55
Let S be a 2 torsion free semiprime MA-semiring and D α,β is a derivation on S . If D α,β (x 2 ) = 0, ∀ x ∈ S , then D α,β is commuting on S , where α, β ∈ Aut(S ).
Proof. See ([1], Theorem 3.2).
Theorem 56
Let S be a 2 torsion free semiprime MA-semiring and let D, G and H be derivations on S . Then the mapping D(G(x)) + H(x) is a free action.
Proof. See ([1], Theorem 3.3).
Theorem 57
Let S be a noncommutative semiprime MA-semiring and let D be an (α, β) derivation on S , such that D([x, y]) = 0, ∀ x, y ∈ S , then D is commuting on S .
Proof. See ([1], Theorem 3.4).
Theorem 58
Let S be a 2 torsion free semiprime MA-semiring and let a, b ∈ S . If axb + bxa = 0, ∀ x ∈ S , then ab = ba = 0.
Proof. See ([1], Proposition 3.5).
Theorem 59
Let S be a semiprime MA-semiring and let there exists a ∈ S such that a[x, y]a = 0, ∀ x, y ∈ S , then
Proof. See ( [1] , Proposition 3.6).
Theorem 60
Let S be a prime MA-semiring and let D be an (α, β) derivation on S , such that D([x, y]) = 0, ∀ x, y ∈ S . Then S is commutative or D = 0.
Proof. See ([1], Theorem 3.7).
Theorem 61
Let S be a 2 torsion free prime MA-semiring and D, G are derivations such that D(x)G(x) = G(x)D(x), ∀ x ∈ S , then D(x) and G(x) are orthogonal on S .
Proof. See ( [1] , Theorem 3.8).
Theorem 62
Let S be a semiprime MA-semiring. Suppose that D and G are derivations on S . If D and G are orthogonal there exist a, b ∈ S such that DG(x) = ax + xb, ∀ x ∈ S . Then a = −b.
Proof. See ( [1] , Proposition 3.9).
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DERIVATIONS IN ENDOMORPHISM SEMIRINGS
The notion of derivation in endomorphism semirings is introduced by I. Trendafilov and D. Vladeva. In this section we state their basic results.
Definition 38
For a semilattice M the set E M of the endomorphisms of M is a semiring with respect to the addition and multiplication defined with:
(
This semiring is called the endomorphism semiring of M.
The endomorphism semirings of a finite semilattice are well-established, see [7] , [12] , [28] , [29] and [44] .
In [28] D. Vladeva and I. Trendafilov consider the endomorphisms α : C n → C n , where C n = ({0, 1, . . . , n − 1} , ∨) with property α(0) = 0 and prove that in the endomorphism semiring E C n only identity is an invertible element and also there is no proper congruence-simple subsemiring of E C n . In [29] for endomorphism semiring E C n (consisting of endorphisms α without property α(0) = 0) the same authors proved some theorems for fixed points of idempotent endomorphisms. The important result in [29] is Theorem 3.5 where they prove that the set of all idempotents with s fixed points k 1 < · · · < k s , 1 ≤ s ≤ n − 1, is a semiring of order
In Theorem 2.2. of [9] Kim, Roush and Markowsky proved that any finite additively idempotent semiring can be represented as the endomorphism semiring of a finite chain. This theorem shows the crucial role of finite endomorphism semirings in the semiring theory.
In [27] I. Trendafilov shows that any finite endomorphhism semiring E C n can be considered as a simplex. He consider the endomorphisms α ∈ E C n such that Im(α) ≤ k and prove that these endomorphisms are elements of simplex σ (n) {a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a k−1 }, where a 0 , . . . , a k−1 ∈ C n . Useful combinatorial results for 1 -simplices called strings and 2 -simplices called triangles are proved in [30] .
In [26] I. Trendafilov considers derivations in strings and simplicial complexes of finite number of strings. He proved that the Jordan multiplication in string STR (n) {a, b}, defined by δ α (β) = αβ + βα, where α is a fixed endomorphism of STR (n) {a, b} and β ∈ STR (n) {a, b}, is a derivation. In [31] D. Vladeva and I. Trendafilov consider a projection of the triangle (n) {a, b, c}, where a < b < c are arbitrary elements of C n on the least string STR (n) {a, b}. The set of endomorphisms α such that
where 0 ≤ k ≤ n − 1, 0 ≤ ≤ n − 1 and 0 ≤ n − k − ≤ n − 1 is actually the triangle (n) {a, b, c}. They prove that the map
such that for any α = a k b c m , where k + + m = n, ∂ 1 (α) = a k b +m is a derivation and find the maximal subsemiring of (n) {a, b, c} closed under this derivation. Some ideals and subsemirings of (n) {a, b, c}, closed under ∂ 1 are considered. In [32] D. Vladeva and I. Trendafilov find results for similar projections on strings ST R (n) {a, c} and ST R (n) {b, c} which is derivations.
In [33] D. Vladeva and I. Trendafilov consider a projection of the 3-simplex T ET R (n) {a, b, c, d} on the strings of this tetrahedron. Let a, b, c, d ∈ C n , a < b < c < d are fixed elements, where n ≥ 4.
The set of endomorphisms α such that
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where 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, 0 ≤ k ≤ n − 1, 0 ≤ ≤ n − 1, 0 ≤ m ≤ n − 1 and i + k + + m = n is actually the tetrahedron TETR (n) {a, b, c, d}.
The authors construct three projections on the basic strings ST R (n) {a, b}, ST R (n) {a, c} and ST R (n) {a, d} which are derivations and find maximal subsemirings of T ET R (n) {a, b, c, d} closed under these derivations. The similar projections on the other strings of the tetrahedron are not derivations.
In [34] D. Vladeva and I. Trendafilov construct the projections of T ET R (n) {a, b, c, d} on the triangles (n) {a, b, c} and (n) {a, b, d}, prove that these projections are derivations and find the maximal subsemirings of T ET R (n) {a, b, c, d} closed under the derivations.
In [35] the same authors construct the projections of T ET R (n) {a, b, c, d} on the other two sides of tetrahedron (n) {a, c, d} and (n) {b, c, d}, prove that these projections are also derivations and find the maximal subsemirings of T ET R (n) {a, b, c, d} closed under the derivations. The next step in the studying the derivations in finite endomorphism semirings in the program of D. Vladeva and I. Trendafilov is the projection of the elements of 4 -simplex. The technically complicated articles [37] and [38] they prove that the projection
is a derivation and the semiring D ∂ 24 is the maximal subsemiring of semiring σ (n) {a 0 , a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 }, closed under the derivation ∂ 24 .
The first work for studying the projections in an arbitrary k -simplex, i.e. finite endomorphism semiring, is [36] . The authors D. Vladeva and I. Trendafilov consider the maps
They prove that these maps are derivations and for any m, 2 ≤ m ≤ k − 1, construct semiring D ∂ 1m which is the maximal subsemiring of the simplex σ (n) {a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a k−1 }, closed under the derivation ∂ 1m . In [39] D. Vladeva investigated the projections of the arbitrary simplex on the basic strings. She constructed the maps
She proved that all these maps are derivations and find for any m, 1 ≤ m ≤ k − 1, the maximal subsemiring of simplex σ (n) {a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a k−1 } closed under the corresponding derivation.
In [40] D. Vladeva researchs the projections of the arbitrary simplex on the smallest simplices of arbitrary type. She consider the maps ∂
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She proved that all these maps are derivations for any number = 2, . . . , k − 1 and find the maximal subsemiring of σ (n) {a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a k−1 } closed under the corresponding derivation ∂ k−1 k− . In [41] D. Vladeva explores the projections of the arbitrary simplex onto the greatest simplices of arbitrary type. She considers the maps ∂
She proved that all these projections are derivations for any number = 2, . . . , k − 1 and find the maximal subsemiring of σ (n) {a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a k−1 } closed under the corresponding derivation ∂
In [42] D. Vladeva generalizes most of known results for derivations in endomorphism semirings. She researchs the projections of the arbitrary k -simplex onto (m − ) -subsimplex, where 1 ≤ < m ≤ k − 1.
Definition 39
Following [28] we fix a finite chain C n = ({0, 1, . . . , n − 1} , ∨) and denote the endomorphism semiring of this chain with E C n . We do not assume that α(0) = 0 for arbitrary α ∈ E C n .
Here she gives a new treatment of the subsemirings of endomorphism semiring E C n of a finite chain.
Definition 40
For arbitrary elements a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a k−1 ∈ C n , where k ≤ n and a 0 < a 1 < . . . < a k−1 we denote A = {a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a k−1 }. Now, consider endomorphisms α ∈ E C n with Im(α) ⊆ A. The set of the all such endomorphisms α is a maximal simplex. We denote this simplex by σ
Definition 41
The endomorphisms α ∈ σ (n) {a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a k−1 } such that
Definition 42
We define the map
where 0 ≤ < m ≤ k − 1, so that for any endomorphism
Definition 43
We define
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Definition 44
Definition 45
We define D
Proof. See ( [42] , Lemma 1).
Lemma 2
For any endomorphisms α, β ∈ σ (n) {a 0 , . . . , a k−1 }, it follows
Proof. See ( [42] , Lemma 2).
Lemma 3
The set S k−1 m− is a subsemiring of the semiring σ (n) {a 0 , . . . , a k−1 }.
Proof. See ([42], Lemma 3).
Lemma 4
The set R k−1 m− is a subsemiring of the semiring σ (n) {a 0 , . . . , a k−1 }.
Proof. See ( [42] , Lemma 4).
Lemma 5
The set D k−1 m− is a subsemiring of the semiring σ (n) {a 0 , . . . , a k−1 }.
Proof. See ( [42] , Lemma 5).
Lemma 6
For any endomorphisms α, β ∈ D k−1 m− , it follows
Proof. See ( [42] , Lemma 6).
Theorem 63
The map ∂
Proof. See ( [42] , Theorem 1).
m− is considered in [40] . For derivation of this type she proved that in the appropriate 
DERIVATION IN TERNARY SEMIRING
In 2007 Sujit Kumar Sardar and Sarbani Goswami [19] introduced the notion of derivation, differential ideal, differential k-ideal (differential h-ideal) and radical ideal in semiring.
In 2016 J. Sircar, M. Sultana and S. K. Sardar [20] generalized the results of S. Sardar and S. Goswami in ternary semiring. In this section we state their basic theorems.
Definition 46
A nonempty set S together with a binary operation called addition and ternary multiplication denoted by juxtaposition, is said to be a ternary semiring if S is an additive commutative semigroup satisfying the following conditions (1) (abc)de = a(bcd)e = ab(cde),
Definition 47
A ternary semiring S is said to be commutative if x 1 x 2 x 3 = x σ(1) x σ(2) x σ(3) for all x 1 x 2 x 3 ∈ S and σ ∈ S 3 .
Definition 48
Let S be a ternary semiring. If there exists an element 0 ∈ S such that 0 + x = x and 0xy = x0y = xy0 = 0 for all x, y ∈ S , then '0' is called the zero element or simply the zero of the ternary semiring S . In this case we say S is a ternary semiring with zero.
Definition 49
Let S be a ternary semiring. If there exists an element e ∈ S such that eex = exe = xee = x for all x ∈ S , then 'e' is called a unital element of the ternary semiring S .
Throughout this section unless otherwise stated a ternary semiring means commutative ternary semiring with zero.
Definition 50
Let S be a ternary semiring. A mapping d : S → S (d(a) is denoted by a for all a ∈ S ) is said to be a derivation on S if a 1 a 2 a 3 ) = a 1 a 2 a 3 + a 1 a 2 a 3 + a 1 a 2 a 3 , ∀ a 1 , a 2 ∈ S , (3) 0 = 0 (4) e = 0, provided S has unital element e.
Definition 51
A ternary semiring together with a non trivial derivation is said to be a differential ternary semiring.
Theorem 64
In any differential ternary semiring S , the elements with derivative zero forms a ternary subsemiring of S .
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Proof. See ( [20] , Theorem 2.7).
Definition 52
An additive subsemigroup I of a ternary semiring S is called a left (right, lateral) ideal of S if s 1 s 2 i (respectively is 1 s 2 , s 1 is 2 ) ∈ I for all s 1 , s 2 ∈ S and i ∈ I. If I is a left, a right, a lateral ideal of S , then I is called an ideal of S .
Definition 53
An ideal I of a ternary semiring S is called a k-ideal if x + y ∈ I, x ∈ S , y ∈ I imply that x ∈ I.
Definition 54
An ideal I of a ternary semiring S is called a h-ideal if x + y 1 + z = y 2 + z, x, z ∈ S and y 1 , y 2 ∈ I imply x ∈ I.
Definition 55
If d is a nontrivial derivation on a ternary semiring S then an ideal I of S is said to be a ddifferential ideal of S if a ∈ I whenever a ∈ I.
We simply write differential ideal instead of d-differential ideal.
Definition 56
A k-ideal (h-ideal) which is also a differential ideal is said to be a differential k-ideal (h-ideal).
Theorem 65
In a differential ternary semiring intersection of any collection of differential ideals (differential k-ideals, differential h-ideals) is again a differential ideal (differential k-ideal, differential h-ideal).
Proof. See ( [20] , Theorem 2.13).
Definition 57
An equivalence relation ρ on a ternary semiring S is said to be a congruence on S , if the following conditions hold
Definition 58
Let I be a proper ideal of a ternary semiring S . Then the congruence on S denoted by ρ 1 and defined by sρ 1 s 1 if and only if s + a 1 = s 1 + a 2 for some a 1 , a 2 ∈ I and s, s 1 ∈ S in called Bourne congruence on S defined by the ideal I.
Definition 59
For any proper ideal I of a ternary semiring S if the Bourne congruence ρ 1 defined by I is proper then we can define addition and ternary multiplication in S /I by (a/I + b/I) = (a + b)/I and (a/I)(b/I)(c/I) = (abc)/I for all a, b, c ∈ S . With these two operations S /I forms a ternary semiring which is called the Bourne factor ternary semiring or simply the factor ternary semiring.
Theorem 66
Let S be a ternary differential semiring and I be a ideal of S . Then the Bourne factor ternary semiring S /I is a differential ternary semiring.
Proof. See ( [20] , Theorem 2.17).
Definition 60
A proper ideal P of a ternary semiring S is called a prime ideal of S if for any three ideals A, B, C of S , ABC ∈ P implies that A ∈ P or B ∈ P or C ∈ P.
Definition 61
The prime radical of an ideal I in a ternary semiring S is denoted by β(I) and is defined to be the intersection of all prime ideals of S each of which contains I.
Definition 62
An ideal I in a ternary semiring S is said to be a prime radical ideal if β(I) = I.
Definition 63
A radical ideal (k-ideal, h-ideal) which is also a differential ideal is called a radical differential ideal (k-ideal, h-ideal).
Theorem 67
If abc lies in a radical differential k-ideal I of a ternary semiring S , then a bc ∈ I, ab c ∈ I, abc ∈ I.
Proof. See ( [20] , Theorem 2.23).
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Theorem 68
Let I be a radical differential k-ideal of a ternary semiring S and U, V are any two subsets of S . Then T = {x ∈ S : xUV ∈ I} is a radical differential k-ideal.
Proof. See ( [20] , Theorem 2.24).
Theorem 69
Let I be a radical differential h-ideal of a ternary semiring S and U, V are any two subsets of S . Then T = {x ∈ S : xUV ∈ I} is a radical differential h-ideal.
Proof. See ( [20] , Theorem 2.25).
Theorem 70
In a differential ternary semiring S, the intersection of any collection of radical differential k-ideals (h-ideals) is again a radical dif-ferential k-ideal (respectively h-ideal).
Proof. See ( [20] , Proposition 2.26).
Definition 64
A nonempty subset A of ternary semiring S is called an m-system if for each a, b, c ∈ A there exist elements x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 ∈ S such that ax 1 bx 1 c ∈ A or ax 1 x 2 bx 3 x 4 c ∈ A or ax 1 x 2 bx 3 cx 4 ∈ A or x 1 ax 2 bx 3 x 4 c ∈ A.
Theorem 71
Let P be an m-system in a differential ternary semiring S and I be differential ideal of S which does not meet P. Then I is contained in a maximal differential ideal Q of S which does not meet P and such Q is prime.
Proof. See ( [20] , Theorem 2.29).
Theorem 72
Let I be a radical differential ideal in a differential ternary semiring S . Then I is the intersection of all prime differential ideals containing I.
Proof. See ( [20] , Theorem 2.30).
Theorem 73
In a differential ternary semiring S satisfying ascending chain condition on radical differential ideals any radical differential ideal is expressible as the intersection of finite number of prime differential ideals.
Proof. See ( [20] , Theorem 2.31).
Theorem 74
Let S be a differential ternary semiring with a differential ternary subsemiring A and I be a differential ideal in S such that P = I ∩ A is a prime differential ideal in S . Then I can be enlarged to a prime differential ideal J in S which also contracts to P i.e. there exists a prime differential ideal J in S such that I ⊆ J and P = J ∩ A.
Proof. See ( [20] , Theorem 2.32).
Theorem 75
Let S be a differential ternary semiring and A be a differential ternary subsemiring of S . Let I be a radical differential ideal of S such that abc ∈ I, a ∈ A, b, c ∈ S imply either a ∈ Ior b ∈ Ior c ∈ I. Then P = I ∩ A is a prime differential ideal in A. Also I can be expressed as an intersection of prime differential ideals each of which contracts to P.
Proof. See ( [20] , Theorem 2.33).
Theorem 76
Let S be a differential ternary semiring with a differential ternary subsemiring A and I be a differential ideal in S such that abc ∈ I, a ∈ A, b, c ∈ S imply either a ∈ Ior b ∈ Ior c ∈ I. Then P = I ∩ A is a prime differential ideal in A and I can be enlarged to a prime differential ideal in S which also contracts to P.
Proof. See ( [20] , Theorem 2.34).
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